ParentsHere are a few things Air-Bound Gymnastics would like you to know about sticker week!

1. Sticker week is typically the last full week of the month.
2. Your child will bring home an envelope with stickers inside.
3. If you don’t have a chart already at home, please ask the front desk and they will give you one!
4. When your child brings home the stickers please check your email or log in to the parent portal to see
what skills your child passed off. Then place the stickers on what skills they completed.
5. To pass off a skill, your child must do this skill consistently for a few weeks.
6. Occasionally your child might have a month where they do not pass off any skills – coaches will still give
them at least one sticker (achievement sticker) letting them know of something they have improved on (this
is written on the back of the envelope- no email is sent home for achievement stickers). This sticker goes in
the achievement sticker area on their charts.
7. Occasionally we have a month that Air-Bound Gymnastics doesn’t do sticker week – check our monthly
email or website to know all dates.
8. If your child’s coach has a sub during sticker week, their regular coach will do sticker week the following
week when they return.
9. Once your child has completed all skills, they will bring home a pass off paper. Please call or stop by the
front desk with that paper and the front desk will be happy to move your child up to a new class.
10. The only classes that don't do sticker week are Mommy and Me, Tumbling for Dancers, Teen Rec,
Tumbling 4, Cheer classes, and team.

If you have any questions, please let us know!
Thanks,
Air-Bound Gymnastics

